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What is Religion?
Religion was brought here, what do I mean? I mean that all your religious organizations were all influenced by malevolent
beings, The Reptilians. They give you the Jesus interpretation, they manifest periodically to the Christians with long blond
hair and a beard, or as many to heal one or two to fool millions. The Benevolent beings, The Eloheem, The Anunnaqi are
responsible for the Artificial Insemination of Mary 2,000 years ago. I guess it looked like a miracle back then, today it's just
like having a test tube baby.
Religion started out as simple community disciplines given to you from these benevolent beings, the Eloheem. This group of
beings, as found in ancient Sumer doctrine called Anunnaqi, Biblically known as the Eloheem, who have claimed you as their
children; and they expected you to form colonies to breed amongst yourselves. However, the malevolent beings, called
Reptilians stepped into organized religion from their original bases of Hinduism; to control and poison the masses. The
Reptilians' telepathic communications are responsible for the scriptures and for what is generally referred to as divine
inspiration, and are responsible for Paul's additions and fabrications.
These Malevolent (disagreeable) beings want you to forget where you came from, where your descendants are from. They
want you to forget the name of The Most High, ANU who is Elyuwn elyuwn El (Genesis 14:18).
There is an evil hypnotic spell cast upon the Nubian People everywhere called Kingu. Kingu is "The spell of Sleep" (of the
subconscious mind) or what is commonly known as "the spell of Leviathan" which is enforced through religious propaganda
that promotes scriptures such as the Bible and The Koran, as undisputable sacred books. Religion itself is a spell!
How?
It keeps you thinking that some one is going to save you, when the helping hand that you're looking for is at the end of your
arm. Religion is a spell because it has you believing in spooks and ghosts, when those whom you were made in the image
and likeness of, were physical beings. When it said in your Bible "and God Said let us make man..."
This God was Eloheem which means "these beings" who are the Anunnaqi. The devil in Genesis 3 is a physical being not a
snake. Snakes don't talk. And if a snake spoke to you what would you do? RUN.
The word used there for snake is NAKHASH which means "the whisperer". Adam & Eve were bred from two tribes; The
Ptahites (little people or pygmy) and the Kushites who were disagreeable. It's all there in your bible but you refuse to open
your eyes. YOU ARE UNDER A SPELL. The tablets of the Sumerian such as the Enuma Elish, Atra hasis, Tammuz & Ishtar
have been around 1000's of years before your bible story. The Pyramids themselves go as far back as 10,000 years yet you
Christian want to believe that this planet and every thing else was created 4000-5000 years ago. NO WAY.
You want me to accept that some omnipotent being created the world in 6 days and then rested?! God who just created the
universe needs rest? And if he could create the world in 6 days then he could have done it in 5. If he did it in 5 then he could
have done it in 4 days. If he did it in 1 day then he could have done it in an 1 hr, a minute, a second. No he wouldn't be bound
by time at all. I can't accept that being as my god!
You have been programmed from a very young age. You have learned not to question anything that is taught to you, not even
the obvious contradictions or things lacking plain common sense. This Evil hypnotic spell of sleep was cast by Zu (also
known as Enzu, Zuen, shakar, Kato, Devil, Ibliys, Shaytan, Belus, Nulush, Hadad, HaSatan & Tarnush).
The father of Haylal, A Nakhashite (Reptilian) from the planet Titan (called Saturn which is not a planet). Zu cast this spell for
Enqi (also known as Nudimmud founder of the city of Nod) who was master of Qi, planet earth. Enlil, Enqi's brother, had 7
tablets in his possession called "the scroll of All" which told him of the coming of the Elders.
Zuen befreinded Enlil and became his gatekeeper for the sole purpose of reading the tablets of destiny (The Akash Records).

